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Abstract ─ Recently, many uncertainty analysis methods
have been taken into consideration in electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) simulation. As a traditional method,
the Method of Moments (MoM) owns many advantages
compared with other methods, especially in calculating
the high dimension problems. However, its main
disadvantage is the poor accuracy. In this paper, the
Richardson extrapolation has been used to improve the
MoM in order to promote the accuracy. By using feature
selective validation (FSV), the effectiveness of the
improvement can be obviously shown compared with the
standard results calculated by the Monte Carlo Method
(MC).
Index Terms ─ EMC simulation, feature selective
validation, Method of Moments, Richardson extrapolation,
uncertainty analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
community is facing a growing demand for taking
uncertainty into consideration in EMC simulation. The
MC [1-3] is a widely used uncertainty analysis method.
Random input parameters are sampled according to their
distributions, and a very large number of simulations are
required to achieve accurate information. Therefore, low
computational efficiency makes the MC uncompetitive,
though the MC owns high accuracy. In theoretical
research, the results calculated by the MC can be
regarded as the standard answers in order to verify other
uncertainty analysis methods.
Recently, another effective method, called the
Stochastic Galerkin Method (SGM), has been taken into
consideration in EMC uncertainty analysis by Canavero
[4,5]. Many typical EMC problems with uncertainty
parameters have been solved successfully by the SGM.
The Stochastic Collocation Method (SCM) is another
uncertainty analysis method which has also been applied
in EMC [6,7]. These two methods are both rooted in the
generalized polynomial chaos expansion theory, and
they can reach a high accuracy with high computational
efficiency. However, if the dimension of random

variables is high enough, the realization of the SCM and
the SGM will be impossible. It is well-known that such
problem is also named ‘curse of dimensionality’.
The MoM [5,8] is another traditional uncertainty
analysis method, and it would not be affected by ‘curse
of dimensionality’. In addition, easy to realize and high
computational efficiency are another two advantages of
the MoM. However, the main disadvantage of the MoM
is the low accuracy. In the paper, a novel method is
presented in order to improve the accuracy of the MoM
by using the Richardson extrapolation [9,10]. At last, a
published example of one dimension wave propagation
with uncertainty medium parameters is calculated by the
MoM, the MC and the improved MoM. By using FSV,
the improvement in accuracy of the novel method can be
seen clearly.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section
II, the uncertainty analysis in EMC simulation is
introduced; Section III employs a brief description of the
MoM; the improved MoM by using the Richardson
extrapolation can be seen in Section IV; algorithm
validation is shown in Section V; Section VI provides a
summary of this paper.

II. THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS IN EMC
SIMULATION
As for the traditional EMC simulation, all the input
parameters are supposed certain. However, in actual
situation, some input parameters are uncertain as the
uncertainty in measurement or limited knowledge.
Therefore, such parameters should be modeled by the
random variables. There is no doubt that the uncertainty
analysis is to calculate the output parameters under the
influence of uncertain input parameters.
Maxwell’s equations for a wave propagating in a
linear isotropic homogeneous material along the z-axis
in 1D are shown as (1) and (2):
H y ( z, t )
E ( z, t )
 x

,
(1)
z
t
H y ( z, t )
E ( z, t )
(2)

 x
  Ex ( z, t ),
z
t
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where Ex ( z, t ) represents the electric field oriented in
the x direction, at a position z and time t. Similarly,
H y ( z , t ) stands for the magnetic field oriented in the y
direction at a position z and time t. The symbols  , 
and  represent the permeability, permittivity and
conductivity of the medium in which the electromagnetic
fields propagate.
Suppose that the medium parameters  and  are
uncertain as the limited knowledge. It is obviously that a
random event  should be introduced in the Maxwell’s
equations. Therefore, the Maxwell’s equations are
transformed into stochastic differential equations, shown
in (3) and (4). Furthermore, the output parameters E x
and H y which we care about are also affected by the
random event  :
H y ( z, t , )
E ( z, t , )
(3)
 x
  ( )
,
z
t
H y ( z, t , )
E ( z, t , )

  ( ) x
  Ex ( z, t , ). (4)
z
t
Finite random variables can be used to model the
random event  shown as (5). According to the
Karhunen-Loeve theory [11], the random variables can
be obtained which are independent with each other. The
independence is the basis of the subsequent processing:
 ( )  1 ( ),  2 ( ), ,  n ( ).
(5)
As for the MC, the independent random variables
are sampled according to their distributions, and a mass
of certain Maxwell’s equations will be obtained. By
solving every certain Maxwell’s equations, the statistical
property of the solutions will be the answer of the
uncertainty analysis.
Furthermore, in the results of the uncertainty
analysis, there is no denying that the expectation and the
variance are two main standards.

III. THE METHOD OF MOMENTS
The MoM is a traditional uncertainty analysis
method with high computational efficiency. And it relies
on first order truncated Taylor series expansions to
obtain the estimates of the expectation and variance. The
introduction of MoM is shown at first.
Suppose that y is the output parameter which we are
interested in, and 1 is the random variable that is
modeled by the uncertain input parameters. The Taylor
series form in the point 1 =1 of one random variable is
shown as (6):
dy
y (1 )  y (1 ) 
(1  1 )
d 1  
1
1
(6)
(1  1 ) 2
d2y

 ...,
d 12  
2
1

1

where 1 means the mean value of 1 . By using (6), the
expectation of y and y 2 will be estimated, shown as (7)
and (8):

E ( y)  y(1 ) 
E ( y 2 )  y 2 (1 ) 

1 d2y
2 d12

 2  ... ,
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(7)

1 1

1 d 2 ( y2 )
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2 d 12   1
1
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 y (1 )  (
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 21 ,
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d 1 d 1   
 d 1
1
1
2

(8)

2

where  21 is the variance value of the random variable

1 , and E ( y) is the expectation of the output parameter
y.
Ignoring the higher order terms, the expectation and
the variance of y can be obtained easily, shown as (9) and
(10):
E ( y )  y (1 ),
(9)

dy 2 2
)  1 .
(10)
d 1
Now, the MoM is generalized into multi-dimensional
random variables. As for the random space shown as (5),
two random variables  ( )  1 ( ),  2 ( ) are supposed.

 ( y)2  E ( y 2 )  E ( y)2  (

The results of the expectation and the variance in output
parameters are shown in (11) and (12):
E ( y ( ))  y (1 ,  2 ),
(11)

 ( y ( ))  (

dy 2 2
dy 2 2
)  1  (
)  2 ,
d 1
d2

(12)

where y(1 ,  2 ) stands for making certain simulation
with the input parameters 1 and  2 by the use of
certain EMC solver. The sensitivity from the input
parameter to the output parameter is shown as (13):
dy ( ) y(1  1 ,  2 )  y (1 ,  2 )

,
(13)
d 1
1
where 1 is a small perturbation chosen according to the
variance of the input parameters [5].
From (11) and (12), it is clearly seen that only
certain simulations in specific points are needed during
the MoM. Thus, no changing in original solver makes the
MoM easy to realize. Furthermore, just N+1 times of the
certain simulations will be enough in an uncertainty
analysis problem with N-dimensional random variables,
so the MoM is in a high computational efficiency. In
another word, the MoM cannot be affected by ‘curse of
dimensionality’.
However, ignoring the higher order terms in the
Taylor series will bring some errors; thus, next section
presents an improved method which aims to decrease
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such errors.

dy ( )
 2
d 1

IV. THE IMPROVED METHOD OF
MOMENTS
As (12) and (13) shown, the derivative needs to be
estimated in calculating the variance. The bad estimation
of the derivative may lead to the poor accuracy of the
MoM.
The Richardson extrapolation is a method of
numerical calculation which can improve the accuracy
of calculating the derivative [7,8]. Furthermore, it can
improve the accuracy in the variance calculating in the
MoM.
According to (13), the error of the derivative
calculating is in (14) and (15):

y (1  1 )  y (1 )  1  y ' (1 ) 

12
2

 y '' (1 )

(14)

o( ),
2
1

y ' ( x) 

y (1  1 )  y(1 ) 1
  y '' (1 )  o(1 ), (15)
1
2

where o(1 ) stands for the infinitesimal of higher order
of 1 . Thus, the error of the estimation in (13) is

1
2

 y'' (1 )  o(1 )  o(1) .
Suppose N (1 ) 

y(1  1 )  y(1 )

1

, and (16) can be

obtained by using (15):

y ' (1 )  N (1 ) 

1

(16)
 y '' (1 )  o(1 ).
2
According to (16), (17) can be got easily by replacing

1 with

1
2

:


1 
(17)
y ' (1 )  N ( 1 )   1  y '' (1 )  o(1 ).
2
2 2
Simple calculating process is done with (16) and
(17), and the final result is shown in (19):




2  y ' (1 )  2  N ( 1 )  1  y '' (1 )  o(1 ),
2
2

1
2

,  2 )  y (1 ,  2 )

1

2
y (1  1 ,  2 )  y (1 ,  2 )

1

(20)
.

By combining (11) and (12), the uncertainty analysis
results of the improved MoM can be obtained.
In this section, the Richardson extrapolation has
been introduced into the MoM in estimating the
variance. Furthermore, the improvement from o (1) to

o(1 ), is clearly seen in mathematics. As for computational
efficiency, in N-dimensional random variables, 2N+1
times of the certain simulations are needed. The
computational efficiency in the improved MoM is
slightly lower than the MoM, but it is also much higher
than other methods. Furthermore, the proposed method
retains all the advantages of the MoM.

V. ALGORITHM VALIDATION
In this section, a simple example in EMC uncertainty
analysis is shown in order to observe the improvement.
The example is published in literature [7].
One dimension wave propagation example with
uncertainty medium parameters is shown as Fig. 1. The
space step is 1.5 102 m and the time step is 5.0 1011 s.
The number of discrete points in the electric field
intensity is 151, and it is 150 in the magnetic field
intensity. The sine excitation source is in the first discrete
point with the amplitude 2.7 103V / m and the frequency
1.0 109 Hz .

 r :1.47 ~ 1.53 ( F / m)
 r:4.9 10-3 ~ 5.110-3 ( S / m)

1 2…

150

(18)



(19)
y ' (1 )  2  N ( 1 )  N (1 )  o(1 ).
2
Obviously, the result in (15) is the calculating process
in the MoM, the error is o (1) . On the other hand, the





y (1 

result derivative calculating in (19) is 2  N ( 1 )  N (1 ),
2
and the error is o(1 ).
In terms of (19), (13) can be rewritten as it is shown
in (20):

Fig. 1. The model of the example.
Suppose that the dielectric coefficient  r and the
conductivity  r are uncertain parameters, and they are
both in uniform distribution. The dielectric coefficient
is 1.47 ~ 1.53( F / m), and the conductivity is

4.9 10-3 ~ 5.110-3 ( S / m) .
The random variables 1 and  2 can be used to
model such uncertain input parameters, as (21) and (22)
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shown:

 r   r *  1  0.02   2  ,

(21)

 r   r *  1  0.02  1  ,

(22)

In a word, the improved MoM can reach a high
accuracy with high computational efficiency.

where, the mean values of the input parameters are
 r *  1.5 ( F / m) and  r *  5 10-3 ( S / m). The
distributions of the random variables are both uniform
distribution in [-1, 1].
The small perturbations 1 and  2 are chosen as
(23) and (24) shown:
1   r *  0.02  0.03 ( F / m),
(23)

 2   r *  0.02  0.110-3 ( S / m).

(24)
Three uncertainty analysis methods, the MC, the
MoM and the improved MoM are used in calculating this
example. The certain simulation solver is the finite
difference time domain (FDTD). The number of iteration
times in time is 200.
Figure 2 shows the results in expectation, and it is
calculated according to (11). The expectation of the
magnetic field intensity and the electric field intensity in
every discrete point is given, which is calculated by three
different uncertainty analysis methods.
Table 1 is the evaluation result of the simulation
results in Fig. 2 by using FSV. FSV can provide the
credibility evaluation result in EMC simulation results.
Both qualitative and quantitative description can be
given. Total-GDM, a value to give a quantitative
description in FSV, manifests the validity of simulation
result. More details can be found in [12,13].
Taking the results calculated by the MC as the
standard data, the value in Table 1 is the total-GDM
value between the MC results and another method’s
results. According to the criterion in FSV [12,13], the
calculated results in the MoM or the improved MoM are
both ‘Excellent’.
Figure 3 shows the results in variance in every
discrete point, and Table 2 is the calculating results by
using FSV. In Table 2, the result in the MoM is ‘Very
Good’ and the improved MoM is ‘Excellent’.
In other words, the improved MoM is as accurate as
the MC, and much more accurate than the MoM. Thus,
the improvement of the improved MoM is obvious.
At last, the computational efficiency of three
methods is compared in Table 3. The MoM and the
improved MoM are in the same level, but the
computational efficiency of the MC is much lower than
them. The simulation times in MC are 4000, and the
results would be proved convergence by using the
judgment method mentioned in literature [5].
In conclusion, a simple example of EMC uncertainty
analysis is given in the section, and it is proved that the
improvement of the proposed method is obvious by the
use of the FSV. And only a little additional calculating is
needed in the improvement.

(a) Magnetic field intensity

(b) Electric field intensity
Fig. 2. The results in expectation.
Table 1: The total-GDM value of the results in expectation
Expectation
MoM/Improved MoM
Electric field intensity
0.0062
Magnetic field intensity
0.0054

(a) Magnetic field intensity
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[4]

[5]

[6]
(b) Electric field intensity
Fig. 3. The results in variance.
[7]
Table 2: The total-GDM value of the results in variance
Variance
MoM
Improved MoM
Electric field intensity 0.1686
0.0192
Magnetic field intensity 0.1561
0.0109
Table 3: The comparison of computational efficiency
MC MoM
Improved MoM
Simulation time 86.5s 0.06s
0.1s
Times
4000
3
5

VI. CONCLUSION

[8]

[9]

[10]

In this paper, a novel method based on Richardson
extrapolation is presented to make uncertainty analysis
in EMC simulation, aiming at improving the accuracy of
the MoM. By using a published example, the improvement
of the proposed method is obviously shown. In
conclusion, it is proved that the proposed method not
only improves the accuracy greatly, but also remains all
the advantages in the MoM.
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